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The worldwide mathematical community was saddened by the death of Martin Gardner on May
22, 2010. Martin was 95 years old when he died, and had written 70 or 80 books during his long
lifetime as an author. Martin's first Dover books were published in 1956 and 1957: Mathematics,
Magic and Mystery, one of the first popular books on the intellectual excitement of mathematics
to reach a wide audience, and Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science, certainly one of the first
popular books to cast a devastatingly skeptical eye on the claims of pseudoscience and the many
guises in which the modern world has given rise to it. Both of these pioneering books are still in
print with Dover today along with more than a dozen other titles of Martin's books. They run the
gamut from his elementary Codes, Ciphers and Secret Writing, which has been enjoyed by
generations of younger readers since the 1980s, to the more demanding The New Ambidextrous
Universe: Symmetry and Asymmetry from Mirror Reflections to Superstrings, which Dover
published in its final revised form in 2005. 

To those of us who have been associated with Dover for a long time, however, Martin was more
than an author, albeit a remarkably popular and successful one. As a member of the small group
of long-time advisors and consultants, which included NYU's Morris Kline in mathematics,
Harvard's I. Bernard Cohen in the history of science, and MIT's J. P. Den Hartog in engineering,
Martin's advice and editorial suggestions in the formative 1950s helped to define the Dover
publishing program and give it the point of view which _ despite many changes, new directions,
and the consequences of evolution _ continues to be operative today.
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